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All By Yourself In The Moonlight

In strict tempo (not too fast)

There ain't no sense sitting on a fence, ALL BY YOUR-SELF IN THE
You can't go far in a mo-to-car, ALL BY YOUR-SELF IN THE

MOON-LIGHT
There ain't no thrill by the wa-ter mill,
MOON-LIGHT
It ain't so gran' in a nice se-dan.

ALL BY YOUR-SELF IN THE MOON-LIGHT.
There ain't no fun
ALL BY YOUR-SELF IN THE MOON-LIGHT.
It ain't so sweet
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My Heart Is Calling . . Joseph Spurin Calleja
The Promise In Your Eyes . . James F. Hanley
Roses Of Dawning . . . . Mabel Stapleton
There's No Love That's Like A First Love . Millegram
Adelai . . . . Joseph Spurin Calleja
Love Is A Treasure, . . Louis Breau
Spring Will Come . . . John Openshaw
The Homeward Trail . . . Phil Boul捷
Nina . . . . . . Joseph Meyer
Sailing The Sea Of Romance . . H. Samuels
Little Log Cabin Of Dreams . Hanley & Dowling
One Golden Hour With You . Riesenberg & Pollack
Japansy . . . . John Klenner
Forevermore . . . M. Gotthelf & H. Burnett
When Day Is Done . . Dr. Robert Katscher
Just A Memory . . . Ray Henderson
Just A Cottage Small . . James F. Hanley
Chérie I Love You . Lillian Rosedale Goodman
Words by
CHARLES HARRISON

Music by
MONTE WILHITE
Arr. by Carleton L. Colby

Moderato

Like the flow'rs that come in May, You brought happiness my way,
When the roses fade and die, And the swallows southward fly.

Making this a heaven here below;
Will you love me then as you do now?

Like the sunshine from above, You have filled my heart with love,
Will December be like May When the blue skies turn to grey.
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But there's one thing, dear, I'd like to know.
Will you still remember every vow?

CHORUS
Is love like a rose—That blossoms and grows,

Then withers and goes, dear,—When summer is gone,—Or birds of the

spring—That joyously sing—Then take to the wing dear—

When Summer Is Gone - 3
When summer is gone, I can't believe that we've just been dreaming. That all of our scheming must end with the dawn;

So tell me again, love is not in vain, That it will remain, dear, When Summer is gone. Is love like a gone.

When Summer Is Gone - 3
Lee Sims Piano Solo "When Summer Is Gone"

NOTE: Do not expect to play this at sight. Learn the regular Chorus first then study and practice the Piano Solo

In place of 2nd Ending

Not too fast

p a la Tango

f a tempo

BRUNSWICK RECORD No. 4010 PLAYED BY LEE SIMS.
I Wanna Be Loved By You

Words by BERT KALMAR
Music by HERBERT STOTHART and HARRY RUBY

Moderato cantabile

I wanna be loved by you, just you, and nobody else but you.

I wanna be kissed by you, just you, and nobody else but you.

*Open strings
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An Artists Selection Of Songs For Discriminating Singers

My Heart Is Calling . Joseph Spurin Calleja
The Promise In Your Eyes . James F. Hanley
Roses Of Dawning . Mabel Stapleton
There’s No Love That’s Like A First Love . Millegram
Adelai . Joseph Spurin Calleja
Love Is A Treasure . Louis Brea
Spring Will Come . John Openshaw
The Homeward Trail . Phil Boutelje
Nina . Joseph Meyer

Sailing The Sea Of Romance . H. Samuels
Little Log Cabin Of Dreams . Hanley & Dowling
One Golden Hour With You . Riesenfeld & Pollack
Japansy . John Klenner
Forevermore . M. Gottelf & H. Burnett
When Day Is Done . Dr. Robert Katscher
Just A Memory . Ray Henderson
Just A Cottage Small . James F. Hanley
Chérie I Love You . Lilian Rosedale Goodman
A BALLAD OF RARE BEAUTY

SPRING WILL COME

BY ALFRED BRYAN AND JOHN OPPENSHAW

WRITER OF "LOVE SENDS A LITTLE GIFT OF ROSES"

Refrain

Spring will come, and spring will bring a rose,

Just a rose to repose on my breast,

Spring will come, And as the
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